Comfortable Reading Starts with the C

The new Optelec ClearView C is a modern desktop video magnifier that is designed to improve your reading experience. The unique design provides you with more working space to read, enjoy craftwork, or write with comfort and ease without being restricted in movement.

Thanks to its superior camera, the ClearView C offers sharp magnified images in full color and high contrast. The High Definition models offer a very wide overview which makes reading large documents and magazines a breeze. The optional Speech module allows you to simply sit back and listen to text as it is read aloud. The best part about the ClearView C is that it is truly customizable to your needs.

**Optelec ClearView C**

**Key benefits**

- Unique and modern design that complements the interior of your home
- The C-shaped arm gives you more freedom of movement
- More working space to read larger documents easily
- Continuous magnification of 1.3X to 75X (depends on model type)
- Filtered lighting for even illumination and elimination of glare
- Adjustable document viewing modes: Full color photo mode and 16 selectable high contrast color combinations
- Easy-glide reading table with X and Y directional brake and adjustable friction
- Customize your unit to suit your needs:
  - Control Pad to switch between basic and advanced functions
  - Bright widescreens in two different sizes: 22” and 24”
  - Special TwinView monitor for computer users
  - Speech module with touchscreen offering intuitive Point & Read speech output
- High Definition camera for superior image quality
- Space-saving Compact or wide Comfort set-up
- Dimensions base footprint: 16.5 in x 20.1 in (Comfort set-up)

**Available through your Authorized Optelec Dealer:**

Optelec U.S. Inc.
Tel: 800.826.4200 - Fax: 800.368.4111 - info@optelec.com - www.optelec.com

Optelec has offices in:
THE NETHERLANDS – GERMANY – BELGIUM – UNITED KINGDOM – USA – CANADA

Simple and effective solutions for the blind and visually impaired
About the ClearView C

Comfortable Reading
The C-shaped design provides you with more working space, so you can read your favorite newspaper and perform hobbies without being restricted. The reading table moves away from your body to offer more freedom of movement which is a unique feature among desktop video magnifiers.

Contemporary Design
The ClearView C is designed to increase your reading comfort and to complement the interior of your home. The high quality materials and sleek design provide a contemporary look that is inviting in any room.

Customizable Set-up
You can customize the ClearView C according to your needs. Switch from basic to advanced functionalities, create more working space, use a larger reading table, and upgrade the ClearView C with several other modules. Anything is possible.

Choose Your Ideal Set-Up!

Optelec offers the only state-of-the-art video magnifier that can be custom configured to your needs. We can help you get started today!

First, what are your goals:
I want to use my ClearView C to . . .

...Read daily newspapers and magazines.

...Read mail or other small documents and look at photos.

...Read and perform hobbies while saving space on my desk.

...Read long texts without getting tired.

...Only read documents in high magnification.

...Read and look at photos, in low and high magnification.

...Combine magnification and computer work.

Select Your Options:

Step 1: Choose a Monitor Size
- 22" Monitor
- 24" Monitor
- 24" Speech Monitor
- 24" TwinView Monitor

Step 2: Choose Camera Model
- Standard Definition (Magnifies 4X- 75X)
- High Definition (Magnifies 1.5X- 75X)
- High Definition Speech (can only be used with Speech Monitor; Magnifies 1.5X- 75X)

Step 3: Choose Desired Set-up
- Standard C-Stand
- Standard Compact Table
- Wide Comfort Table
- Flexible Table Clamp Arm

Stand Out from the Crowd
Choose Comfort and Design!